
SPEC :

Size: 38.5mm x 92.5mm x 55mm (1.5inch x 3.6inch x 2.1inch)
We ght: 320g (0.71lb)
True Bypass Switching
Power Consumption: 9VDC/4mA
Battery Type: 9VDC (006P) x 1
AC Adapter (Optional) : 9VDC, Negative Tips ( Regulated recommended )

Volume - adjusts the volume

Tone - adjusts the treble amount

Gain - adjusts the distortion amount

Fat Fuzz Mode

Fuzzy Drive Mode

Fat Fuzz Mode
 (Toggle switch UP)

You can create Fuzz/Distortion sound 
with more mid range boost.

Fuzzy Drive Mode
 (Toggle switch DOWN)

Following its predecessor 
Fuzzy Drive’s sound, 
you can create higher gain distortion sound.

On/Off Switch
   - with True Bypass, 
     degradation of sound quality 
     is minimized

⇅
UP

Down
⇅

The Little Fuzzy Drive is  designed to provide sounds based on retro fuzz tones,  but with 
modern controllability and stability resulting in a rich variety of tones.
For amplifying element, instead of the rare germanium transistor, we used the circuitry with 
operational amplifier.  This enabled us to overcome the known unstable characteristics of the 
germanium transistor caused by its individual difference and temperature shift.
The Toggle Switch allows you to choose between Fuzzy Drive and Fat Fuzzy modes.  Fuzzy 
Drive mode is  similar to its  predecessor,  the Fuzzy Drive,  providing relatively tight tone 
design, but with high gain and deeper distortion. 
Fat Fuzz mode has thicker sound with a mid range boost, allowing for even more gain.
Just like the Fuzzy Drive, the Little Fuzzy Drive is very sensitive to the dynamics of picking and 
use of the guitar s volume control.  If the incoming signal is low, there will be less distortion.  If 
the signal is high you’ll add more gain and distortion.
With all of the rich functions the Little Fuzzy Drive provides, we  left enough room for a 9V 
battery.  However, you can use external power source.  We recommend using regulated 
center-negative 9VDC.
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Note : if you use a switching type external power supply with LFD, 
switching noise may mix into the effect sound.


